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Abstract. With the right combination of disruptive features, such as battery free self-powered operation, multimodal sensing capability, comfort, wearability, and continuous data gathering leading to actionable information, the potential of autonomously powered smart sensing nodes can be realized to provide long-term monitoring for health and IoT applications. This paper reports on recent breakthroughs in technologies essential for achieving self-powered operation and shows how engineering both sides of the power equation, namely generation and consumption, can lead to always on operation. This work is being conducted in the NSF funded ERC Center on Advanced Self-Powered Systems of Integrated Sensors and Technologies (ASSIST).

1. Introduction

Self-powered operation of smart sensing nodes can have disruptive impact in healthcare and the Internet of Things (IoT). Autonomous self-powering leads to “always on” operation that can enable vigilant and long term monitoring of multiple health and environmental parameters. When packaged in wearable, comfortable, and hassle-free platforms, these systems increase adoption by users and can be worn to gather information over long periods of time and reveal possible correlation or even causality between different sensor streams. This information can be powerful in chronic disease management such as heart disease, asthma, and diabetes. This can also prevent negative outcomes by vigilantly monitoring critical conditions such as arrhythmia, heart rate variability (HRV), epilepsy, etc. and help build personalized health databases for individuals that span years and even decades. Similarly, in IoT applications, always-on, battery free operation of smart sensing nodes can lead to low maintenance structural monitoring of buildings, cities, and infrastructure along with large scale smart agricultural or industrial monitoring applications.

The NSF Center on Advanced Self-Powered Systems of Integrated Sensors and Technologies (ASSIST) is building disruptive self-powered smart sensing nodes with state-of-the-art energy harvesting technologies, high-power/high-energy density supercapacitors, ultra low-power electronics, and low power health and environmental sensors all integrated into comfortable wearable platforms that work...
together to achieve “always on” capability (Fig. 1). The ASSIST Center is uniquely optimizing both sides of the power challenge: generation and consumption. Hence the key technical goal of this engineered system is to maximize the power harvested from the body while minimizing the power consumed by the electronics and radios such that sufficient energy is available to continuously power multimodal sensors. Wearability and data, which are key elements of user adoption, are also being addressed.

Figure 1: Block diagram for ASSIST’s engineered system for self-powered wearable sensors.
(AFE: Analog Front End, ADC: Analog to Digital Converter)

Energy Harvesting and Energy Storage
ASSIST’s work on energy harvesting and energy storage focuses on harvesting human body power from heat and motion. However, the materials and device designs being developed here can also find applications in many IoT realms such as harvesting heat or vibration in industrial or agriculture applications.

Thermoelectric Harvesting: The temperature difference between human skin and the ambient environment can be converted to usable power by thermoelectric materials and devices. ASSIST has developed a family of p- and n-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$ thermoelectric nanocomposites with high figure of merit and low thermal conductivity. Over the last three years, materials development has focused on new compositions and new processing methodologies to prepare mechanically robust nanocomposites that can be mechanically diced into legs without
fracture. $Z_T$ and thermal resistivity are improved by 40% and 75% for p-type, respectively, and 15% and 140% for n-type material. Microwave (MW) and spark plasma sintered (SPS) methods were introduced to synthesize p-type and n-type materials with superior properties respectively. These new materials have been incorporated into wristband harvesters that can generate 300 $\mu$W at the output. As shown in Figure 2 and the accompanying Table, the ASSIST n-type and p-type thermoelectrics \cite{1-2} offer $\sim$10% higher calculated power at the output of the power management unit (PMU) compared to other thermoelectrics \cite{3-11}.

Flexible TEGs are capable of conforming to any type of body surface and will see applications at the upper arm, wrist or shoulder. Previously reported flexible TEGs cannot meet the power needs of typical wearable systems because these devices either rely on new thermoelectric materials (e.g. organic or electrodeposited inorganic materials) whose properties cannot match those of state-of-the-art bulk inorganic materials \cite{4,12-13}, or they suffer from parasitic losses resulting from high resistivity interconnects or compromised thermal design of the modules due to a variety of polymeric materials used in their construction. We have demonstrated high performance flexible thermoelectric generators employing a eutectic alloy of gallium and indium (EGaIn) as the interconnect material, At room temperature, EGaIn exists in liquid form providing the ultimate flexibility (and stretchability). Furthermore, EGaIn provides self-healing and very low resistivity \cite{14-15}. Two key strengths of the new technology include incorporation of bulk materials used in rigid TEGs with superior properties and an easy, low-cost entry to the flexible thermoelectric market for existing manufacturers. This new technology offers excellent electrical and mechanical properties resulting in highly efficient and robust flexible harvesters poised to challenge the performance of rigid harvesters (Figure 3). Figure 4 shows an example of the output of a flexible harvester on human wrist as a function of air velocity for two different leg lengths \cite{16}. With a low thermal-conductivity filler elastomer, these devices outperform all other reported flexible thermoelectric harvesters.

![Figure 3. Flexible TEG array made from liquid metal interconnects and flexible polymers](image)

![Figure 4. Measured responses for a flexible ASSIST harvester on a human wrist as a function of airflow.](image)

**Mechanical Harvesting**

Mechanical motion of the wrist can be converted to useable power using high performance piezoelectric materials and novel transducer designs. The ASSIST motion harvesting group is increasing the output power of an arm-based harvester by maximizing the materials’ figure of merit, the volume of the piezoelectric, $A_t$, \cite{17} and $S_r^2$, the square of the strain in the piezoelectric, for realistic body motions \cite{18-20}. Materials development work has resulted in improving the reliability of 6 $\mu$m thick sputtered domain-engineered piezoelectrics (beyond this thickness, cracking was ubiquitous), as well as completely eliminating the thickness constraints for piezoelectric on metal foils by developing a cold-sintering process for crack-free thick films \cite{21} (see Figure 5). The sputtered films were incorporated into wrist harvesters. Circuitry has been co-designed with the harvester to rectify the output and charge the supercapacitor. An intermediate-inductor-based circuit was implemented to simultaneously harvest...
energy from six beams with decaying signals. A design was created for a reconfigurable circuit voltage-mode as an efficient full-wave active rectifier with power efficiency of > 90% for large input voltages, and in current-mode as an intermediate-inductor circuit with the minimum power efficiency of 60% for voltages as low as 50 mV [22-23]. Projected power output is 100 µW during walking. Benchmarking against other arm-based mechanical energy harvesters clearly indicates that the ASSIST system has very high power and power density relative to other technologies, including electrostatic and electromagnetic devices, as well as previous piezoelectric harvesters. The only system that reports comparable numbers does so for physically implausible motions (e.g., 17G at 3.3 Hz).

![Figure 5: Kinetic and magnetic-based harvesters (a) bimorph PZT foil with thick, hot-sputtered PZT (b, c) schematic and prototype kinetic harvester (d) microstructure of a cold-sintered PZT film on Ni foil, (e) harvester circuit, (f) planned magnetic transmitter for multimode harvester. Reproduced with permission from Smart Materials and Structures.](image)

**Energy Storage**

Since batteries have limited charging lifetime, ASSIST researchers have developed several families of supercapacitors with world-leading energy storage and leakage performance. Two different types of electrochemical capacitors that include a 3.5V ionic liquid based electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC) and a 4.5V lithium ion capacitor have been developed. An energy density of ~74 Wh/kg for EDLC and ~160 Wh/kg for a lithium ion capacitor were demonstrated. The lithium ion capacitor can deliver ~76 Wh/kg at a power density exceeding 10 KW/kg, which is among the highest reported in literature, [24-37] as shown in Figure 6. High voltage stability was further demonstrated using accelerated voltage hold tests that showed good capacitance retention over 300 hours. The voltage stability of the ASSIST supercapacitors based on Nanographite (NG) showed 80% retention over 21000 cycles. The cycling performance of all carbon-based supercapacitors is significantly better compared

![Figure 6: Performance metrics for ASSIST Energy Storage Devices](image)
to other high energy density lithium ion capacitors made using tin or silicon anodes reported in the literature.

**Low Power Systems on Chip (SoC) and Radios**

To maintain always on operation for health or IoT applications, it is important to reduce the power consumption of the SoC and the radios. The energy harvesting materials and technologies interface to the power management circuits on the SoC to provide the node with harvested power which can then drive low power sensing functionality.

The ASSIST center is using a multi-chip solution for the SoC-based platform with integrated ultra-low power chip-to-chip IO, that includes a new microcontroller (MCU)/bus, non volatile memory (NVM), lower power SRAM, new ADC, ECG AFE, and RF transmitter. This allows the SoC to interface with supercap, wearable antenna, energy harvesting sources, and even an off chip NVM for booting and for storing critical data during power blackouts. It also allows interfacing to external radios, providing flexibility for configuring the communication needs in different applications. Figure 7 shows a System in Package (SiP) integration using its ultra low power SoC with an NVM and a low power RF transmitter (TX) in separate chips. The SoC itself was tested and verified as functional. During standard operation, it beat the Center’s aggressive 1 µW power target and achieved an active power consumption of 507 nW [38].

ASSIST is also building Bluetooth-compatible radios that can communicate with standard BL radios but with significant reduction in power consumption. Three major techniques are used to reduce the total power consumption of only 0.5 mW, which is an 8X reduction over a state of the art Dialog BLE radio: 1) the TX only transmits in one advertising channel packet with open loop direct modulation after every frequency calibration cycle; 2) a successive approximation register (SAR)-assisted frequency locked loop (FLL) is implemented by utilizing a RF/4 frequency ring oscillator (RO) with 4X phases; and 3) a switch-capacitor digital PA (SCDPA) optimized for high efficiency below -5dBm. As shown in Figure 8, this TX communicates with a smartphone. The second radio was a 150 µW (>26X less than the Dialog BLE radio) custom BLE back-channel receiver able to decode a message that is encoded into the sequence of advertising packets sent by a compliant BLE transmitter. The chip was fabricated in a 65nm CMOS process.

ASSIST has also developed high-performance antennas that are integrated with textile material system (Fig. 9) [39]. This low-profile antenna with a size of 53 mm by 53 mm by 4 mm thick demonstrated a peak gain of 5.9 dBi at 2.44 GHz. This performance indicates a radiation efficiency of approximately 83%, which is higher than any previously
reported textile antennas. The proposed antenna has much more stable performance under bending and human body loading than conventional antennae. These results demonstrate that the proposed textile antenna represents an ideal candidate for integration into a wearable garment.

Finally, while the above SoC uses CMOS devices operating in the subthreshold region, significant opportunities are available with emerging ultra-low power devices that can create further reduction of power consumption. With rapid progress in low voltage steep slope transistors and embedded non-volatile memory technologies such as Ferroelectric RAM and Ferroelectric FET, a new generation of nonvolatile ultra-low power microprocessors is feasible in the near future. Non-volatile processors that can store system state on demand within embedded non-volatile memory have zero standby power, fast wake up/recovery cycles, extreme resilience to power interrupt, and fine-grained dynamic power management capability. In the emerging nanodevices area, ASSIST has demonstrated steep slope ferroelectric field-effect-transistors leveraging negative differential capacitance (NC-FET). NC-FETs fabricated using an ultra-thin (10nm) CMOS compatible ferroelectric (Zr:HfO₂) technology exhibited sub-$kT/q$ switching characteristics. The time resolved response of NC and the resulting impact on logic performance have been evaluated for logic applications and their advantages over sub-threshold CMOS. An additional research focus was on the design and fabrication of FeFETs for use as on-chip backup element in non-volatile processors (NVP). The fabricated FeFETs were used to develop an experimentally calibrated compact model that enables efficient design of instant backup and wakeup circuits and architectures.

**Low Power Health and IoT Sensors**

As described above, ASSIST is developing breakthrough technologies that maximize energy harvesting levels and minimize the power consumption by the SoC and radios so that saved power can be directed towards sensing and necessary functionality. In the ASSIST sensor effort, the focus is on minimizing the power consumption while maintaining sensitivity, selectivity and reliability. Discussed below are examples of two such sensors important for health and IoT applications: environmental sensing and optical heart rate sensing.

Detection of gases in cities or in buildings can be important for assessment of human risks in respiratory or other health problems. Key gases of interest include ozone and variety of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). For gas sensors, two distinct approaches (Figure 10) have been pursued to address different analytes: (i) atomic layer deposition (ALD)-based metal-oxide nanolayers operating at room temperature for sensing O₃, NO, and NO₂; and (ii) polymer functionalized mechanical resonators for detection of VOCs. The ALD metal oxide layer can be operated at room temperature and can be reset using UV exposure or a short intermittent heating cycle both of which significantly reduce the operating power to below 150µW [40]. For mechanical resonance-based sensing, we use capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs) as they offer advantages of massive parallelism, large sensing area, vacuum cavity, and high quality factor compared to cantilevers [41]. Our primary goal is to decrease the average power consumption by scaling the frequency of operation and power cycling. Through a novel fabrication process flow we have demonstrated high quality factor resonators for use in gas sensing applications. We functionalized these CMUT resonators

![Figure 10: Gas sensing of VOCs and ozone enabled by CMUT (a) and nanolayered Metal oxides (b). These sensors demonstrated ultra low power, selectivity and reliability](image)
with polyisobutylene (PIB) and polyvinylalcohol (PVA) and demonstrated multichannel operation for selective sensing [42]. For a one second measurement every minute, the sensor consumes 10 µW with this interface IC [43].

Reduction of optical sensing power consumption was undertaken for photoplethysmography (PPG). Power reduction was mainly achieved by system level optimization [44]. In collaboration with imec, we demonstrated that by designing a custom integrated circuit and employing compressive sensing techniques, a record-low PPG power consumption (172 µW) is possible [45]. We have integrated this frontend in a wearable form factor.

Systems Integration for Self-Powered Operation

The above technologies are being integrated into engineered systems in the ASSIST Center. A few examples of the built systems are shown below. These systems are useful for vigilant health detection such as atrial fibrillation for cardiac arrhythmia, asthma monitoring, environmental monitoring, non-invasive detection of glucose levels, wound monitoring, and many other use cases outside health. One of the key requirements for an always on system is level of comfort when worn by the user for long periods of time. In the case of atrial-fibrillation, a type of cardiac arrhythmia, it is essential that the electrodes on the chest provide no burden. To this end, ASSIST has developed dry electrodes integrated in a compression garment to not only provide comfort but also achieve good electrical contact (Fig 11a) [46,47]. The body harvested systems have been integrated into ECG shirts (Fig 11b) that can provide battery free detection of R-R intervals (Fig 11c) [48].

These systems provide medically validated information to users and inform their lifestyle decisions, enable correlation of personal health and personal environment (Fig 11d and e), and lead to rapid and effective management of health conditions.

![Image](image-url)

Figure 11: (a) ink jet printed Ag/AgCl metal electrodes on textiles, (b) fully functional A-Fib shirt indicating location for harvesters and antenna, (c) typical R-R measurements, (d) environmental detection watch and (e) ECG/hydration patch
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